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Question: 34 

Exhibit.

Referring to the exhibit, which statement is correct?
A. The RPC execution output is saved to a file on the Ansible control machine
B. The RPC execution output is not saved
C. The RPC execution output is saved to a file on R1
D. The RPC execution output is saved to memory on R1

Answer: B

Question: 35

Which feature is used in XML to ensure that all attributes and elements have unique names?
A. selectors
B. predicate
C. namespace
D. XPath

Answer: D

Question: 36

Exhibit.



Referring to the exhibit, which XPath statement would retrieve the commit-user attribute in the candidate
configuration?
A. configuration/@ junos: commit-user
B. configuration:@ junos: commit-user
C. configuration/junos: commit-user
D. configuration/commit-user

Answer: B

Explanation:

Question: 37

What are two components of the Waterfall model of software development? (Choose two.)
A. a large volume of code changes between releases
B. a small volume of code changes between releases
C. a short interval of time between releases
D. a long interval of time between releases

Answer: A,D

Question: 38

Which two programing languages would be used for on-box scripting with Junos devices? (Choose two.)
A. Python
B. Puppet
C. Ansible
D. XSLT

Answer: A,D

Question: 39



Exhibit.

You have the configuration shown in the exhibit, but are unable to access the REST API Explorer.

Which configuration is necessary to solve this problem?
A. Configure the rest service to be active on port 80.
B. Configure an IPv4 address on ge-0/0/0 0.
C. Configure a secondary IPv6 address on ge-0/0/0.0.
D. Configure a firewall filter to explicitly permit SS

Answer: C

Question: 40



Which XML feature is used to ensure that elements defined in multiple schemas would be used in the same document
without conflicts?
A. Attributes
B. Predicates
C. Selectors
D. Namespaces

Answer: A

Question: 41

Referring to the exhibit.

which two statements are correct? (Choose two.)
A. The retrieved configuration will be from the Junos candidate configuration.
B. The configuration will be retrieved in JSON format.
C. The configuration will be retrieved in XML format.
D. The retrieved configuration will be from the Junos active configuration.

Answer: A,B
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